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This elegant dining chair has a
beautifully wrapped seat and back
with an fine frame that combines mid-
century modern with glam and décor
elements and works well in space,
residential, or hospitality
H: 31" x W: 24" x D: 23"

This chair is wrapped in durable vinyl
and sits on a powder coated steel
base. This chair takes a modern
shape and combines it with deco
style. It fits in any space, hotel lobby,
spacious loft.
H: 30" x W: 22" x D: 27"

The Baku Side Table is a sleek and
stylish piece of furniture that brings a
touch of modern minimalism to any
hotel lobby. Crafted from black
painted steel, this side table features
a unibody design 
H: 20" x W: 18" x D: 18"

The Busan Side Table is a stunning
piece of furniture that brings a touch
of contemporary elegance to any
space. Its sleek and minimalistic
design is crafted from black painted
steel
H: 20" x W: 18" x D: 18"

This chair is wrapped in a boucle
style polyester and a powder coated
steel frame; has a soft modern look
with plush deco and boho lines. It
looks great in any space, hotel lobby,
spacious loft, or gl
H: 32" x W: 26" x D: 33"

This chair is wrapped in a boucle
style polyester and a powder coated
steel frame. This chair has soft
modern look with plush deco and
boho lines. It looks great in any
space, hotel lobby
H: 30" x W: 27" x D: 29"

The Dakar Coffee Table is a stunning
and contemporary piece of furniture
that exudes a sense of effortless
sophistication. Its painted steel
unibody construction gives it a sleek
and modern appearance
H: 16" x W: 36" x D: 36"

Classically modern in shape and
design, the Decade Arm Chair is
comfortable and stylish, wrapped in
durable vinyl and on powder coated
steel legs. This piece fits in any home
or office lobby.
H: 32" x W: 32" x D: 36"
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COMPANY INFORMATION
At ZUO, we pride ourselves in creating indoor and outdoor furniture, lighting and home décor products for residential and commercial
application. With more than 5000 + items we celebrate our 15 year history of working designers and stagers, retailers, decor and gift stores,
and the hospitality industry - whom offer our products in a variety of ways. With a showroom presence in ten cities, throughout US, Canada and
Mexico, ZUO delivers our uniquely diverse product collections from Mid-century modern or industrial chic, traditional to transitional - reaching
end users across the globe. From New York to Russia, Canada to Brazil and Japan to Dubai we offer fashionable and affordable furniture to any
destination! www.zuomod.com
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